Forum Section.
engagement that people practice around the globe varies considerably. One response is to salute and consume, emulate and diffuse US doctrines and artifacts. Such a response affirms a position as consumer, supporter or junior partner in a US-led world order.
In the academic world the US has operated as a significant producer of academic knowledge partly by being a significant importer and accumulator of academic labour. For those unable or unwilling to sell their academic labour in this way the US is often the centre of gravity of their discipline or field (particularly business related fields). One effect of this gravitational tug is an assumption that the demonstration of linkages with US colleagues, US journals and US universities represents relevance, credibility and the 'international' character of one's work. What such assumptions don't recognize are the more subtle features of such linkages -the dominantsubordinate character of some of these relations
1 .
Yet US pre-eminence in economic and political spheres appears to be on the wane. Economically the current contractionary/restructuring economic phase appears to favour China, India and the expanded European block. And politically the US has lost significant legitimacy as it continues along a route that celebrates military adventurism, economic protectionism and religious
So what happens when the economic and political ground shifts? What happens to the role of junior partner, consumer and emulator of US policy and agendas in US dominated fields? If we take academic fields as an example we might conclude that such shifts have little or no impact. Academic work is only loosely coupled to economic and political changes and on a global scale this coupling seems even less significant (Barley and Kunda, 1992; Willmott, 1995 Mumby, 2005) . However at the event there was a sense of distance between these speakers and the audience. There was a sense that the speakers' assumptions, and the positions they took up, were not those that the audience effortlessly affirmed, emulated or would readily circulate. Of course this sense of dis-association in no way affected the strength of personal companionship, friendship and warmth between the US visitors and other conference goers.
We can I hope separate our professional positionings from our feelings for one another as people. Yet it seemed that these professional differences evoked a sense of moving past each other -a sense that we were on different roads with different futures. Of course everyone -perhaps in some strange way because of our focus on organizational resistance -was well mannered and considerate. We spent two full and intense days together and there were no clear moments where this lack of resonance bubbled to form something more manifest. If you're with me thus far, let me just identify some of the implications of this shift. Academically it seems to me that our work is taking a tighter 'institutional turn' (Jessop, 2001 whose lack of commitment to the given practices of a particular locale provides an edge that may produce innovative solutions to the problems that confront these locales. At the same time the outsider/refugee also deals with the pain of loss (or challenge to) of what they regard as valuable parts of themselves. Either way refugees don't make flying visits. They often are unable to bring their intellectual furniture. Sometimes all they bring is a bit of luggage. Sometimes, but perhaps only in retrospect, is this blessing.
Postscript
The above has suggested that 'organizational communication' as a field of research and teaching is being replaced as a consequence of a range of forces and processes including the shifting distribution of global economic and political power. It has suggested that these changes bring to light new conditions and arrangements for academic work. The discussion is a provocation to debate the direction of 'organizational communication' and the reconstruction of the field.
